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Your ideas on  “assisted suicide” 

Wordle 
Is it reasonable to practice assisted suicide? And why? 

Will all family members think this way? Will they not be sad any more? 
Will all of them accept assisted 

suicide? 



Opponents‟ Voice 

P143 (Para. 8) 

“Catholic groups are especially vocal in their opposition of 

physician-assisted suicide, and are joined by anti-abortion 

groups, many doctors and some groups  that advocate for 

the disabled. ” 

many doctors 

 duty? 

foundation? 
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Para. 7 of Text B, Assisted Suicide: A  Right or a Wrong? 

“Doctors and nurses might find themselves „pressured‟ to 

cooperate in a patient‟s suicide... it may go against their 

own deeply held conviction.” 

foundation? 



Reasons for opposition 

Can you list 3 reasons for doctor's opposition to assisted suicide? 

1.  

2.  

3.  



a TV reporter Passerby A Passerby B 

A reporter is interviewing people in a live TV report after Maynard‟s death.  

Form a group of 3 and play out the roles of a TV reporter, passerby A and 

B. 

Who is interviewing passerby   Who is for assisted suicide Who is a doctor against 
assisted suicide 

Homework assignment / Role play 

I'm *** from CNN News. Nowadays, 
assisted suicide...  

I am for assisted  suicide, because... I am against assisted  suicide, for... 



Thank You!   

Have a nice day 


